
Overview of all PHP components 
displayed either within TD/OMS or other 
PHP editors, for example, Zend Studio. 
Endless drilldown into the using and 
used by relationships, including functions 
and classes that are being used from within 
the component. 
Management of relationships between PHP, 
RPG, Java and any other components in the 
database.
PHP development facilitated by TD/OMS 
tasks’ creation, which starts the entire 
software change process, including 
development, testing and deployment. 
Simultaneous update of front and back 
end of web applications with TD/OMS 
staging functionality - promotion and 
deployment of PHP as well as RPG, Java 
objects all together, in one step only.

APPLICATION LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT FOR PHP
DEVELOPMENT ON IBM i

TD/OMS supports an easy, cost-effective and fast 
way of developing or modernizing IBM i 
applications in PHP. The solution facilitates PHP 
components’ management, and in combination 
with Zend Studio or WebSmart PHP, will help you to 
deliver high-quality and modern web applications 
quickly and within budget.
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TD/OMS AND WEBSMART

TD/OMS also integrates with the robust web 
application development tool from Fresche 
Solutions, WebSmart PHP. The combined solutions 
assure a stable, effective and secure develop- 
ment and modernization process to deliver modern 
PHP applications.

Information about WebSmart applications is stored 
and easily accessible using TD/OMS. It provides a 
central repository for WebSmart PHP definitions and 
native IBM i objects. TD/OMS also takes control over 
the entire change and modernization process, 
including stable and secure multiplatform 
deployment. In addition, TD/OMS assures control 
and storage of application versions with source 
compare and merge functionality.

TD/OMS, ZEND STUDIO & GRAVITY 
INTEGRATION

PHP developers using Zend Studio and who want to 
improve collaboration within their team can easily 
combine TD/OMS application lifecycle management 
capabilities with Gravity, a workflow management 
solution from Remain Software, or the IBM 
Rational Team Concert. This makes the offering 
even more comprehensive and can significantly 
improve work of the entire IT department 
developing in various languages and using 
several tools, such as RPG Toolbox, X-Analysis and 
others.
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